Abstract. In this article we present a 3-dimensional analogue of a well-known theorem of E. Bombieri (in 1973) which characterizes the bi-canonical birationality of surfaces of general type. Let X be a projective minimal 3-fold of general type with Q-factorial terminal singularities and the geometric genus p g (X) ≥ 5. We show that the 4-canonical map ϕ 4 is not birational onto its image if and only if X is birationally fibred by a family C of irreducible curves of geometric genus 2 with K X · C 0 = 1 where C 0 is a general irreducible member in C .
Introduction
We work over the field C of complex numbers. In this article we study pluri-canonical systems of projective minimal threefolds X of general type.
Our guidance are results of E. Bombieri [2] on minimal surfaces S. For m ≥ 5, the m-canonical map Φ |mK S | is always birational. If, for 1 < m < 5, Φ |mK S | is not birational and if the numerical invariants of S are sufficiantly large, then S carries a pencil of curves of small genus. For example Bombieri shows the following (see [2] , or [1] , Theorem 5.4(iv)): Theorem 1.1. Let S be a smooth minimal projective surface of general type with K 2 S ≥ 10 and p g (S) ≥ 6.
Then the bi-canonical map is not birational onto its image if and only if S has a family of curves of genus 2.
For minimal threefolds X with Q-factorial terminal singularities it is known that there exists some universal constant r 3 such that the pluri-canonical map ϕ r 3 := Φ |r 3 K X | is birational (see Tsuji [31] , Hacon-M c Kernan [15] and Takayama [28] ). Tsuji [31] has ever proved r 3 ≤ 18(2 9 · 3 7 )!. If one requires in addition that either the invariants of X are big (e.g. for p g (X) ≥ 4 see [7] ; for K 3 X ≫ 0 see [30] ) or X is Gorenstein (see [4] ), one may take r 3 = 5. We remark that r 3 can not be 4 because the 4-canonical map of the product of a curve and a
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surface of type (K 2 , p g ) = (1, 2) is not birational. So it is natural to ask how Φ |4K X | behaves, provided again that the numerical invariants of X are large.
Known works.
There are several works that deal with the behaviour of ϕ 4 . In 2000, S. Lee ([23] ) proved the base point freeness of |4K| for minimal Gorenstein threefolds of general type. In 2002, the first author ( [6] ) gave a sufficient condition for the birationality of ϕ 4 again for minimal Gorenstein threefolds. Then, in 2005, J. Dong ( [13] ) improved upon the method of the first author and gave a sufficient condition for the birationality of ϕ 4 for arbitrary threefolds of general type.
Our main result is the following: The precise definition of "birationally fibred by a family C of irreducible curves" will be given in Definition 2.1. We remark that the condition p g (X) ≥ 5 in Theorem 1.3 is optimal (see Example 6.3).
If a minimal 3-fold X is birationally fibred by surfaces of type (K 2 , p g ) = (1, 2), then ϕ 4 is not birational. Here we mean that there exists a birational morphism ν : Z −→ X and a fibrationf : Z −→B with Z a smooth threefold andB a smooth curve, such that a general fiber off is a surface of type (1, 2) . Taking further birational modification of Z if necessary, we may assume that the relative canonical map Ψ :
) is a morphism overB. Our next result shows how to find the unique family C of curves mentioned in Theorem 1.3 from the family of (1, 2) surfaces on X. Theorem 1.4. Let X be a minimal projective threefold of general type with Q-factorial terminal singularities and the geometric genus p g (X) ≥ 5. Suppose that X is birationally fibred by surfaces of type (K 2 , p g ) = (1, 2) . Then the birationally unique family C in Theorem 1.3 (ii) is on the fibres off and induced byΨ. Theorem 1.3 has the following application to the effect that minimal threefolds X of general type with small slope (K 3 /p g ) will have nonbirational 4-canonical maps ϕ 4 . Theorem 1.5. Let X be a minimal projective threefold of general type with Q-factorial terminal singularities. Then ϕ 4 is not birational whenever either of the following two conditions is satisfied:
There are infinitely many non-trivial examples satisfying the conditions in Theorem 1.5 (see the last section).
Notation and the set up
We use the standard notation and terminology in the textbook of Hartshorne. Throughout the paper
means that divisors D 1 and D 2 are linearly equivalent (resp. rD 1 and rD 2 are linearly equivalent for some positive integer r, or D 1 and D 2 are numerically equivalent). By a minimal variety, we always mean one with a nef canonical divisor K and with terminal singularities. Given a smooth projective threefold V of general type, the 3-dimensional MMP (see [22, 20] ) for example) says that V has a minimal model X with QFT singularities. Since the birationality of Φ m is equivalent to that of ϕ m , we may begin our study from a minimal threefold X. 
is uniquely determined by the curve family C and is independent of the choice of the birational modification π.
2.2. The canonical map. Suppose p g (X) ≥ 2. We may study the canonical map ϕ 1 which is only a rational map. First we fix an effective Weil divisor K 1 ∼ K X . Take successive blow-ups π : X ′ → X (along nonsingular centers), which exists by Hironaka's big theorem, such that:
′ is smooth; (ii) the movable part of |K X ′ | is base point free; (iii) the support of π * (K 1 ) is of simple normal crossings.
Denote by g the composition 
?
where M 1 is the movable part of |K X ′ |, Z 1 the fixed part and E π an effective Q-divisor which is a Q-sum of distinct exceptional divisors. By K X ′ − E π , we mean π * (K X ). So, whenever we take the round up of mπ * (K X ), we always have mπ * (K X ) ≤ mK X ′ for all positive numbers m. We may also write π
If dim ϕ 1 (X) = 2, a general fiber of f is a smooth projective curve of genus ≥ 2. We say that X is canonically fibred by curves.
If dim ϕ 1 (X) = 1, a general fiber S of f is a smooth projective surface of general type. We say that X is canonically fibred by surfaces with invariants (c 2 1 (S 0 ), p g (S)), where S 0 is the minimal model of S. We may write
A generic irreducible element S of |M 1 | means either a general member of |M 1 | whenever dim ϕ 1 (X) ≥ 2 or, otherwise, a general fiber of f . 
The key technical results
In this section we will collect all the technical results needed to prove our theorems. First we recall two lemmas about the so-called Tankeev's principle which will be tacitly used throughout our paper. We will frequently use the following: 3.3. Fact. Let |M| be a base point free linear system on any variety V with dim Φ |M | (V ) = 1. Denote by S a generic irreducible element of
From now on we present a technical, but key theorem which is a generalized form of Theorem 2.6 in [7] and will be frequently applied in our proof.
3.4. Assumption. We keep the same notation as in 2.2. Assume that X 0 is a smooth model of X and that J ≤ K X 0 is an effective divisor with
Recall that we have already a birational morphism π : X ′ −→ X in 2.2. We may take further blow-ups to get a birational map π J : X ′′ −→ X such that the following three conditions are satisfied:
′′ is smooth and X ′′ dominates both X ′ and X 0 , i.e. there are two birational morphisms π ′ : X ′′ −→ X ′ and π 0 :
Denote by g J the composition φ |J| •π J . So g J : X ′′ −→ W m > 0, and we consider a linear system on Proof. We consider the sub-system 
We are done.
When applying Theorem 3.6, another technical problem is about how to find a suitable β once we have chosen a linear system |G|. The following lemma will be useful in this context. such that π * Proof. This is a generalized version of an established statement of the first author (see Lemma 3.4 in [11] ).
One
is generated by global sections since it is semipositive. So any local section can be extended to a global one. On the other hand, |4pσ * (K F 0 )| is base point free and is exactly the movable part of |4pK F | by Bombieri [2] or Reider [26] . Applying Lemma 2.7 of [5] , one has the following, where a 0 := 4p + 8 and b 0 := 4p:
This means that there is an effective
We first consider the case p ≥ 2. Assume that we have defined a n and b n such that the following is satisfied with l = n :
We shall define a n+1 and b n+1 inductively such that the above display is satisfied with l = n + 1. One may assume from the beginning that a n π
Proof. Re-modifying our original π J such that |M ′ an+1 | is base point free. In particular, M ′ an+1 is nef. According to [7] , |mK X | gives a birational map whenever m ≥ 8. Thus M ′ an+1 is big. The KawamataViehweg vanishing theorem gives
Therefore t = 1 case is true. Assume we have proved that
Similarly we may assume that |M ′ an+t | is base point free. The vanishing theorem gives the surjective map:
Take t = p − 1. Noting that
Here we set a n+1 := a n + p + 1 and
. The case p = 1 can be proved similarly, but with a simpler induction. We omit the details and leave it as an exercise.
Proof of the main theorem, Part I
We now begin the study of the birationality of
In the rest of the section, we shall prove: 
In both cases, ϕ 4 is generically finite of degree 2 and there is a family C (on X) of irreducible curves of geometric genus 2 with K X · C 0 = 1, where C 0 is a general member of C .
In the case (ii), a general C 0 is the image on X of a curve in the movable part of |K S | with S a general fiber of f .
We prove the theorem according to the value of d = d(X).
The case
We set J := K X ′ to run Theorem 3.6. Then π = π J . According to the setting in Theorem 3.6, we have p = 1. For a generic irreducible element S of |M 1 |, the linear system |M 1 | S | is not composed with a pencil of curves. Take
where C is an irreducible curve on S. Take β = 1 and the conditions of Theorem 3.6(1) is satisfied. One has π
Denote by Λ the subsystem |S|| S ⊂ |S| S |. If Φ Λ is birational for a general S, so is ϕ 4 . Otherwise since Λ gives a generically finite map S → P pg(X)−2 onto a non-degenerate surface of degree ≥ 2, one has
Theorem 3.6(1) tells us that ϕ 4 is birational onto its image. (This method, however, gives no information on the birationality of ϕ 3 .)
We shall show by the arguments up to 4.5 that ϕ 4 is birational unless the case of Theorem 4.1 (i) occurs. Set J := K X ′ . Let S be a generic irreducible element of |M 1 |.
By our definition in 3.5, one has p = 1. Note that π
Then C, as a generic irreducible element of |G|, is smooth. So we can take β := a 2 ≥ 3. Pick up two different general fibers C 1 and C 2 of f . Since we have
is nef and big. So the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem ( [19, 32] ) gives a surjective map
where
Thus conditions in Theorem 3.6(1) are always satisfied. Now we may run Theorem 3.6.
Take a sufficiently large integer m such that α > 1, one has then the inequality
Take m = 4. Then
So Theorem 3.6 says that ξ ≥ 1 whenever g(C) = 2; that ξ ≥ , ϕ 4 is birational whenever g(C) ≥ 3. We will study the case g(C) = 2 which is slightly complicated. . Whenever ξ > . Take m 0 = l 0 − 1 ≥ 4. We hope to run Theorem 3.6. We have:
Thus one has α 0 ≥ l 0 − 2. Theorem 3.6 gives ξ ≥ . We want to deduce a contradiction.
Consider a general member S ∈ |M 1 |. We have seen that 
So it is clear thatW can not be F 0 . Thus we haveW = F e with e > 0.
If necessary we can remodify our X ′ (by further blowing ups) so that we get a fibration f : X ′ −→ B with B smooth so that g = s • f in notation of Section 2; further, s = ρ • τ , where τ : B −→ F e and ρ : F e −→ W ′ . We have H B = τ * H . Now we can perform the computation on F e with e > 0. Noting thatH is nef and big on F e , we can writeH ∼ µG 0 + nT where G 0 is the unique section with G 2 0 = −e, µ and n are integers and T is the general fiber of the ruling on F e . The property ofH being nef and big implies µ > 0 and n ≥ µe. If e = 1, the equality (µG 0 + nT ) 2 = 3 implies µ = 1 and n = 2. If e > 1, clearly n ≥ 2µ ≥ 2. Now let α e : F e −→ P 1 be the ruling, whose fibers are all smooth rational curves. Set f 0 := α e • τ • f : X ′ −→ P 1 , which is a fibration with connected fibers. Denote by F a general fiber of f 0 . We have
Note that a general fiber F of f 0 is fibred by curves C (also as fibers of f ) with g(C) = 2. In our situation, we may take p = 2 and consider J := 2F on X ′ . This fits the setting for Lemma 3.7. Note that we actually have f J = f 0 and π J = π under this situation. So Lemma 3.7 says that π
. One
This implies that σ * (K F 0 ) · C = 1. Note that the uniqueness of the Zariski decomposition says that the nef divisor π * (K X )| F can be added some effective Q-divisors to become the maximal nef part σ
, which is absurd. We are done. Proof. Recall that we have
Then there is an effective Q-divisor E 1 , which is supported by some exceptional divisors, such that π
One knows that E π is composed of all those exceptional divisors of π. Thus E 1 ≤ E π and E 1 | S ≤ E π | S .
We will now need further assumptions on the map π. we may take the π to be the composition X
−→ X where π 0 is the resolution of the indeterminancy of ϕ 1 , π 1 is the resolution of those isolated singularities on X 1 which are away from all exceptional locus of π 0 and π 2 is the minimal further modification such that π * (K 1 ) has the support of simple normal crossings (recall here that K 1 ∼ K X is a fixed Weil divisor as in 2.2). Set π 3 := π 0 • π 1 . By abuse of notations we will have a set of divisors for π 3 similar to that for π. For example we may write
where E 1,π 3 and E . Denote by S π 3 a general member of |M π 3 |. Then |M π 3 | Sπ 3 | is a free pencil of genus 2 with a general member C π 3 . As we have seen Supp(E ′′ π 3 | Sπ 3 ) = 0 and so Supp(E π 3 | Sπ 3 ) = Supp(E 1,π 3 | Sπ 3 ). Now we see 1 = π
which is what we want to show in this paragraph. Since d(X) > 1, the linear system |4K X ′ | (and also |K X ′ |) separates different irreducible elements of |M 1 |. Therefore, Φ 4 is birational if and only if Φ 4 | S is birational for a general S. Now on a general surface S, we have a pencil |M 1 | S | and Φ 4 | S separates different generic irreducible elements of |M 1 | S | (see 4.3 and the paragraph below). So similarly Φ 4 | S is birational if and only if (Φ 4 | S )| C is birational. We will show that (Φ 4 | S )| C = Φ |2K C | . The latter is, however, not birational.
Denote by M 4 the movable part of |4K X ′ |. Then, for a general
. By Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing, we have a surjective map:
is nef and big, the vanishing theorem gives a surjective map:
by Lemma 2.7 of [5], one has
On the other hand, we have shown
is either birational or of degree two.
We have:
is in either of the following situations: Case 1. a single point P ; Case 2. two points P + Q, where P , Q are different points on C.
We consider Case 1 and Case 2 separately and note that E
Suppose we are in Case 1.
In this case, we have D = 2P and ϕ 4 | C = Φ |2K C | is not birational. So ϕ 4 is not birational onto its image.
Suppose we are in Case 2. The right hand side of (4.2) must be P +Q and K C ∼ P + Q. We also know that Supp((π
From now on, we study the case d = d(X) = 1. We shall show that ϕ 4 is birational unless the case of Theorem 4.1 (ii) occurs. Let b be the genus of B = f (X ′ ). Let S be a general fibre of f : X ′ → B and σ : S → S 0 the smooth blow down to a minimal model. From now on within this section, we always set J := K X ′ to run Theorem 3.6.
Proof. We use the idea of Lemma 14 in Kawamata's paper [18] . By Shokurov's theorem in [27] 1 , each fiber of π : X ′ −→ X is rationally chain connected. Therefore, f (π −1 (x)) is a point for all x ∈ X. Considering the image G ⊂ (X × B) of X ′ via the morphism (π × f ) • △ X ′ where △ X ′ is the diagonal map X ′ −→ X ′ × X ′ , one knows that G is a projective variety. Let g 1 : G −→ X and g 2 : G −→ B be two projections. Since g 1 is a projective morphism and even a bijective map, g 1 must be both a finite morphism of degree 1 and a birational morphism. Since X is normal, g 1 must be an isomorphism. So f factors as f 1 • π where f 1 := g 2 • g −1 1 : X → B is a well defined morphisms. In particular, a general fiber S 0 of f 1 must be smooth minimal. So it is clear that π
where σ is nothing but π| S . 2) . We shall show that ϕ 4 is birational.
The case
One has M 1 ≡ a 1 S where a 1 ≥ p g (X) ≥ 2. Clearly, |4K X ′ | separates different generic irreducible elements of |M 1 |. In fact, if S 1 and S 2 are two different fibers of f , Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing gives a surjective map
One has
We study another subsystem
Pick up a general fiber S of f :
is nef and big, the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing theorem gives a surjective map
Thus, by Tankeev's principle, it suffices to show the birationality of
the statement is clear by Bombieri ([2]).
Otherwise it is a corollary of Lemma 1.3 in [10] . (In fact, this is an easy exercise by Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing, just noting the fact (see page 227 in [1] ) that |K S 0 | has no base points and that |K S 0 | gives a generically finite morphism of degree 2.) 4.9. Claim. Consider the case d = 1, b = 0. Assume that p g (X) ≥ 5 and that a general fiber S of the induced fibration f : X ′ −→ B is not of type (1, 2) . Then ϕ 4 is birational.
Since p g (X) > 0, we have p g (S) > 0 for a general fiber S. Thus by an established theorem (see Bombieri [2] , Reider [26] , Catanese-Ciliberto [3] , and P. Francia [14] or directly refer to Theorem 3.1 in the survey article by Ciliberto [12] ), |2K S 0 | is always base point free. We classify S into two types separately in order to organize our proof ((1,2) type surfaces excluded):
To prove the claim, we consider these two case separately. Case (A). We want to verify the conditions in Theorem 3.6. We take G := 2σ * (K S 0 ). Since |G| is base point free, a generic irreducible element C of |G| is smooth and |G| is not composed with a pencil. By the assumption, we have an inclusion O(4) ֒→ f * ω X ′ . So there is another inclusion
The sheaf on the left is semi-positive and is clearly generated by global sections. On the other hand, 3π
where M 3 is the movable part of |3K X ′ |. Noting that any local sections along a general fiber S can be extended to a global section, we clearly have 3π
So one of the conditions in Theorem 3.6(1) is satisfied. By Lemma 3.7, we may take a β (arbitrarily close to 2 5 ) such that π * (K X )| S − βC is pseudo-effective. Noting that G is an even divisor and that C is non-hyperelliptic (by the birationality of Φ |3K S | ), we only have to verify α > 0 in order to apply Theorem 3.6. We have p = 4. Take m = 4. Then
So ϕ 4 is birational by Theorem 3.6. Case (B). We take G = σ * (K S 0 ). Since |G| is base point free, a generic irreducible element C of |G| is a smooth curve of genus 3. Since |2σ * (K S 0 )| is base point free, the similar argument in Case (A) shows that conditions in Theorem 3.6(1) are satisfied.
We have p = 4. Again by Lemma 3.7, we may take a β (arbitrarily near 4 5 ) such that π
. In fact, taking the limit, one has ξ ≥ 8 5 . Take m = 4. Then
> 2. Theorem 3.6 tells us that ϕ 4 is birational onto its image. This proves the claim.
The case
We shall show that the case of Theorem 4.1 (ii) occurs.
Since the 4-canonical map of S is not birational by Bombieri (see [2] or [1] ), it is clear that ϕ 4 of X is not birational either. It is however easy to see by inclusion (4.3) that ϕ 4 is at worst generically finite of degree 2 since Φ |2K S | is generically finite of degree 2.
We now show the existence of the family C of curves of genus 2 on X with the property K X · C 0 = 1.
We may consider the relative canonical map Ψ :
By taking further birational modifications we may assume that Ψ is a morphism over B. So we have the following commutative diagram:
Since Ψ| S = Φ |K S | , we see that a general fiber of Ψ is a genus 2 curve which is nothing but the movable part of |K S |. By [1] , one knows that |K S 0 | has one base point and its generic irreducible element is a curve of genus 2. So on S we take G to be the movable part of |σ * (K S 0 )|. Pick up a generic irreducible element C of |G|, which is also a smooth fiber of Ψ. We will apply Theorem 3.6 to estimate ξ = π
is the nef part of the Zariski decomposition of K S . Applying Lemma 3.7 once more, we may take a β (arbitrarily near 4 5 ) such that π So the only possibility is π * (K X )| S · C = ξ = 1. We take the family C on X to be the set of images (via π) of those fibers of Ψ. For a general member C 0 ∈ C , one has K X · C 0 = π * (K X ) · C = 1. So the case in Theorem 4.1 (ii) follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5.
Proof of the main theorem, Part II 5.1. Assumption. Assume that a minimal threefold X of general type is birationally fibred by a family C of curves of geometric genus 2 with K X · C 0 = 1 for a general member C 0 ∈ C . Suppose p g (X) ≥ 5. We will show that ϕ 4 is not birational and that the above family of curves is uniquely determined. This should conclude Theorem 1.3 by virtue of Theorem 4.1.
After successive blow-ups, we may assume that X ′ is the birational model of X which is fibred by genus two curves over a base W . Denote by f C : X ′ −→ W the fibration. By assumption, a general fiber C ′ of f C is a smooth curve of genus 2. Take a very ample divisor A on W . Set H := f * C (A). Then |H| is a base point free linear system on X ′ .
We now argue according to the value of d = d(X) = dim ϕ 1 (X).
Claim. d < 3.
Suppose the contrary that d = 3. Then dim ϕ 1 (H) = 2 for a general
We consider a generic fiber C ′ ⊂ H for a general H. The map ϕ 1 | H is exactly defined by the linear system
, then the Riemann-Roch and Clifford's theorem on
a contradiction. Thus, ϕ 1 maps a general C ′ to a point. So Lemma 14 of [18] implies that f : X ′ −→ B birationally factors through f C . Take further birational modifications to X ′ such that f factors through f C : X ′ → W and a surjective morphism W → B between normal projective surfaces. Then the uniqueness of the Stein factorization says that W → B is birational and we may assume f = f C (after birationally modifying the base of f C ). This simply means that the family C is exactly the canonically induced family. Since π * (K X )| S ·C = K X ·C 0 = 1, the argument in 4.6 implies that ϕ 4 is generically finite of degree 2.
5.4. Claim. ϕ 4 is not birational whenever d = 1.
As we have shown above that dim ϕ 1 | H (C) = 0, ϕ 1 contracts a general fiber C of f C to a point. Similarly we may suppose that f :
For a general point b ∈ B, the fiber S = f −1 (b) has a natural fibration
. A general fiber of f b lies in the same numerical class as that of C. Pick up a smooth fiber C b of f b . By the assumption,
Since p g (X) ≥ 5, Lemma 3.7 tells us that one may take a β (arbitrarily near 4 5 ) such that π * (K X )| S − βσ * (K S 0 ) is pseudo effective, where σ : S → S 0 is the smooth blow down to a minimal model. So σ 1) (resp. (1, 2) ), then the Neron Severi group of S 0 has no torsion by Bombieri [2] (resp. S 0 is simply connected by [1] ). Therefore, K S 0 ∼ L, where the latter is movable. Hence S 0 must be of type (1, 2) . This already shows that ϕ 4 is not birational. Since
Since C b ≡ C and since S is simply connected, we have C b ∼ C. Hence the family of fibers C of f C , when restricted on S, is exactly the canonically induced family on S. 3. The proof also shows that the family C in Theorem 1.3 is uniquely determined by X. We are done.
Proof of Theorem 1.4
Proof. We now prove Theorem 1.4. Setb := g(B).
The existence off implies that ϕ 4 is not birational. Therefore d = dim ϕ 1 (X) < 3 by 4.2. The proof of Theorem 1.3 also implies the existence of the family C of curves of genus 2. By taking further birational modification, if necessary, we may suppose X ′ = Z. We also have the birational modification π = ν : X ′ = Z −→ X. Denote bỹ S a general fiber off . Letσ :S −→S 0 be the blow-down onto the smooth minimal model. Case 1.b > 0. By the proof of Lemma 4.7, we see thatf factors through X and thus ν * (K X )|S ∼σ * (KS 0 ). We can actually get the family C by considering the morphismΨ : Z −→ P(f * ω Z/B ). LetC ⊂S be a general fiber of the induced fibration by taking the Stein factorization ofΨ, whereS is a smooth fiber off . We have
So the uniqueness of the family C says that C can be obtained by taking those images (via ν = π) of all fibers ofΨ. Case 2.b = 0. LetC ⊂S be a general fiber of the induced fibration by taking the Stein factorization ofΨ, whereS is a smooth fiber off . ThenC is a smooth curve of genus 2. We want to show π * (K X ) ·C = 1.
Considering the natural map
we have π * (K X ) ≥ M 1 ≥ 2S by the fact that the vector space on the right has the dimension at most 2 and the assumption p g (X) ≥ 5. We take J := 2S and will apply Theorem 3.6. Note that we have actually π J = π and f J =f . Clearly p = 2. So Lemma 3.7 implies that one can take a β → 2 3 such that π
) is pseudo-effective. Thus one has
. Now we can apply Theorem 3.6 to estimateξ.
. So Theorem 3.6 gives ξ ≥ 4 5 . Take m 2 = 6. Theorem 3.6 impliesξ ≥ 5 6 . In fact, an induction showsξ ≥ n−1 n for all n ≥ 8. Thusξ ≥ 1. Sinceξ ≤σ
The uniqueness of the family C means that C can be obtained by taking those images (via ν = π) of all fibers ofΨ. We are done.
Application, new examples and open problems
be an integer, we have ξ ≥ 2. So, in that case, we still have K 3 X ≥ 2(p g (X) − 2), a contradiction. Therefore, Theorem 3.6 implies that ϕ 4 is not birational. The example below shows that the assumption p g (X) ≥ 5 in Theorem 1.3 is optimal.
Example 6.3. On P 3 C , take a smooth hypersurface S of degree 10. S ∼ 10H where H is a hyperplane. Let τ :
C be the double cover branched along S. Then X is a nonsingular canonical threefold with K X = τ * H, K 3 X = 2 and p g (X) = 4 and Φ 1 is a finite morphism onto P 3 of degree 2. One may easily check that Φ 4 is also a finite morphism of degree 2. Indeed, let C be the inverse on X of a general line. Then C is a hyperelliptic curve of genus 4 with (4K X )| C = K C + P + Q, where τ (P ) = τ (Q). Hence φ 4 | C is a degree 2 map (see Section 6.5 of Iitaka's book [17] ).
It is not difficult to see that, for a generic irreducible curve C 0 in any family of curves on X, K X · C 0 ≥ 2.
There are still several natural and unsolved problems:
6.4. Open problems. Let X be a minimal projective threefold of general type with QFT singularities and with p g (X) ≥ 5.
(1) Is it true that ϕ 4 is not birational if and only if X is birationally fibred by a family of surfaces of type (c 2 1 , p g ) = (1, 2)? (2) Is it possible to characterize the birationality of ϕ 3 ? (3) Is it true that dim ϕ 2 (X) ≥ 2 when p g (X) is bigger?
We have only a partial answer to Problem 6.4 (1). The above problems might be very difficult, but very interesting. There has not been any counter example to Open problems 6.4.
If X is birationally fibred by surfaces of type (1, 2), then one surely has the non-birationality of ϕ 4 , which is hence a natural condition in the result below. Proof. By Theorem 4.1, we may assume that dim W ′ = 2. Suppose that X is fibred by surfaces of type (1, 2) in the sense and notation of Theorem 1.4. We may assume that ν : Z → X is identical to π : X ′ → X in notation of Section 2, after further blow up. So there is a pencilf : X ′ →B with a general fiber F of type (1, 2) . We have
≥ p g (X)−2p g (F ) ≥ 1, by considering the exact sequences below for general fibers F 1 , F 2 off :
Thus F 1 + F 2 ≤ M 1 (the movable part of K X ′ or π * K X ). By Theorem 4.1, the general fibers C of f : X ′ → B are curves of genus 2 with π * K X ·C = 1. Since C ·2F ≤ C ·M 1 ≤ C ·π * K X = 1, one has C ·F = 0, so the general C are contained in general fibers F . By Lemma 14 in Kawamata [18] (after further blowing up X ′ and B if necessary),f factors asf = τ • f where τ : B →B is a surjective morphism (from a surface to a curve) with connected fiber. Let M 1 = f * H B , F i =f −1 (b i ) and ℓ i = τ −1 (b i ). Then F i = f * ℓ i and H B ≥ ℓ 1 +ℓ 2 . Also ℓ i = f (F i ) is a smooth rational curve because g(ℓ i ) ≤ q(F i ) and F i is of type (1, 2) (so q(F i ) = 0 by [1] ). Set H B = s * H W ′ with H W ′ = H ′ | W ′ the restriction of a hyperplane H ′ on P pg(X)−1 . We assert that H B · ℓ 1 = 1, or equivalently M 1 · F 1 = C 1 where F 1 is a general fiber of f . Indeed,
Here C i are fibers of the rational free pencil F 1 → ℓ 1 , and e ≥ 1 because H B is nef and big. Since p g (F 1 ) = 2, we have e = 1. The assertion is proved.
By the projection formula, 1 = s
, where ℓ ′ j := s * (ℓ j ). So ℓ ′ j is irreducible and smooth; indeed it is a line in P pg(X)−1 ; also ℓ j → ℓ ′ j is birational and finite and hence an isomorphism.
Conversely, suppose that H B = s * H W ′ ≥ ℓ 1 + ℓ 2 where ℓ j are generic irreducible members in a free pencil Λ, the movable part of s * Λ ′ (on the surface B; here B and X ′ are further blown up if necessary) parametrized by a smooth curveB. Then M 1 = f * H B ≥ F 1 + F 2 , where the surface F j := f * ℓ j is again parametrized byB. We have only to show that F j is of type (1, 2) . Let σ : F = F j → F 0 be the smooth blow down to a minimal model.
